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Trustees Set To Act
On Publications Board
By JEFF KENsioN
Daily Political %% Hier
The Board of Trustees is expecteii tit
take action on two controversial issues
luring their monthly meeting being
held today and tom,trnav in Lz s
Angeles.
Pmposals to create strong college
publications boards, and to establish
stronger election codes for the state
colleges are expected to command
much discussion after having been put
off from the September meeting.
The publications boards issue is the
result of much criticism by California
state taxpayers, to Chancellor Glenn
S. Dumke, that college publications are
being misused.
Many state college papers were accused of misuse in a report issued by
the chancellor’s office. The Sonoma
State Steppes was accused of publishing nude photos, the Sacramento State
Hornet printed an article on how to

by Don Wilson

SEX POOL?An aerial view of the bay near San Jose shows how water
pollution might make the bay a breeding place for disease. The People’s
Lobby is taking up the anti-pollution fight as they work for signatures on
two petitions that promote the campaign to clean-up air and water
pollution.

bring a lunch and congregate in the
quad area, according to Miss Connie
Russell, executive director of the Alumni Association.

Much confusion has resulted because
the calendar shows the Homecoming
game on Nov. 1 while the queen will
not be chosen until Nov. 21. According to Greg Peterson, Sparta Week
chairman, the queen will be a Sparta
Week Queen. There will be no Homecoming Queen.

The Homecoming football game with
the University of New Mexico starts at
2 p.m. with a no-host cocktail hour at
5 Rm. The party will be at Lou’s Village on San Carlos Street near Bascom
Ave. A $1.50 charge will be made to
cover the cost of hors d’oeuvers and
band. All alumni and students are invited.

Homecoming is this Saturday, and
the Alumni Association has several activities planned for returning students.
At 11:30 a.m., grads will mingle at a
tailgate reunion. Everyone is asked to

Sparta Week ends Nov. 22 with a
home game with the University of the
Pacific. A dance is scheduled for that
night and a bonfire for Friday night.
Applications for Sparta Week Queen

Halloween Dance
Two hurler!. films, "Billy the Kid vs.
Dracula" and "Godzilla vs. The Thing,"
will be shown silently along with the
musical accompaniment of the "Grateful Dead" during Friday night’s Halloween Dance in the C,Iii.
Union.

Bs MARTI
s iii
JIM BOURG si r s
Dail Political Writers
Academic Council
A.C. I decided
yesterday that the Associated Students
to
LA.S.1 Election Board’s decision
elevate Jim Eases to the newly -created
student voting position on the AC. is
in direct conflict with AC. bylaw 1.7.
Accordingly, this makes the Election
Board’s decision null and void, though
the A.S. Judiciary may have to finalize
any decision.
A.C. bylaw 1.7 reads, "When necessary, is special election shall be held to
fill new additional seats on Academic’
Council."
Apparently, in accordance with an
A.S. Student Council decision last Wednesday, the dates for the A.C. election
will be the same (Nov. 12, 131 as the
special executive election.
The Election Board decided Friday
that Eaves, sixth place finisher in an
election of five AC. representatives
last semester, should be elevated to
the new student position.
Student A.C. member Tim Fitzgerald
told the A.C. that an election should
Ix’ held as a student is needed for the
budget committee r AC. bylaws call for
at least one student on all policy -making committees).
In the President’s reggirt, Acting
Pres, Hobert W. Burns gave the txxly
a "potpourri" of comments.
He said that "never was anything
more appropriately named," in referring to SJS’ scheduling system, SCARS
(State College Admissions Registration Services).
Pres. Burns said there are still scabs

Conservation League Lobbyist Zierold
Will Speak Today in College Union
"Environmental change will come
from legislative change," asserts lobbyist John Zierold, who will speak at roam
today in the Umunhum Room of the

Homecoming Festivities Set Saturday
Homecoming and Sp.ola Week are
not one and the same. In fact, Homecoming is this week -end, Nov. 1, and
Spatta Week starts Nov. 17 and ends
Nov. 22.

chic -4tte wildMI 5. niarijuair,
the 50th
cat gave exte,-, .
anniversary it the BOIslit%ik revolucriticism.
drew
tion, and several papers
The tighter election code pn,posal
is the result of a recent election at
Sonoma State College, during which
James Gillette was elected student president. The election disturbed trustee
Dudley Swim because Gillette was convicted of selling marijuana.
The trustees :ire asking that qualifi,,ffices be regulated
cations for at iii.
ile trustees anti the
to some (leen, I

A.C. Decides Eaves
Position in Conflict

may be turned into the Associated Students offices in the College Union
through Nov. 3. Any SJS coed is eligible, with or without a sponsoring organization. The queen will be elected
Nov. 20 and 21 and will reign over the’
game and dance.

Weather
Dirty, rotten, nasty

stratus

College 1.!nion, in the Experimental
College’s ecology seminar.
Zierold, a lobbyist in Sacramento
for the Planning and Conservation
League, has titled his talk "Politics
and the Environment."
"It’s called ’Politics and the Environment’ for the simple reason that the
ecological crisis will be solved by political change," Zierold said.
"I will lay a very heavy stress on
involvement," he explained. Applying
this to the college audience, he will
plot both short range and long-term
goals,
The Planning and Conservation
League was founded about four years
ago for the specific purpose of lobbying, Zierold said, At the time, conservation groups felt they needed a lobbying factor, but did not want to risk

clouds

tax exemptions on their contributors.
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From a beginning staff of "about a

dozen people," the League has grown to
67 organizations and 6.000 individuals,
according to Zierold.
Zierold is also a consultant on government relations to the Sierra Club
and was formerly administrative assistant to former State Sen. Fred Farr IDCarmel). "I really learned conservation
from Fred Farr." Zierold stated,

over the scars left by the .cpparent
lack of success in the once -tried ownputer re5istration.
One member of the A.C. laid the
blame to SCARS’ lack of GaAs at the
right times to pay tor needed additional
personnel.
Student member E. Marks Alaimo
called for an investigation of SCARS.
She said SCARS did not fail. but would
have been more successful if those who
worked with the system had gotten
more cooperation from the administration.
Pres. Burns pointed out that there
is a group continually checking SCARS
so that a parallel system may be used
by perhaps next fall.
The acting president had much to
say concerning the state college Board
of Trustees. He said that at the Trustees’ meetings today and tomonoW, the
trustees may call for a common admissions system for all state colleges, with
a centralized office to handle the overflow of filled colleges.
Pres. Burns did not like the idea because he believes it could come to the
point where the trustees decide which
state college gets which students.
He said there will also be a policy decision on student publications. One may
be that each college set its own guidelines. Another by the Chancellor’s staff
may be established to be followed by
all colleges.

Langan To Talk
About Reg. Suit
A.S. President Bill Langan will meet
with San Jose attorney Phil Hammer
"sometime this week" to discuss presenting the firm’s legal opinion on a
possible suit over this fall’s computer
registration to Student Council.
The matter was due before Council
last Wednesday, but had to be postponed because the two weren’t able to
meet earlier.
The propased suit, initially sought by
the campus chapter of the Student
California Teachers Association (SCTA), is being researched by the local
law firm under A.S. retainer.
Hammer declined to comment on the
progress of the legal action saying that
"a statement at this time would be premature."

Legal Counsel on Problems Offered
Courtesy of Student Housing Board
Legal counsel on housing complaints
and other problems will be available
Wednesday, Oct. 29, at 3 p.m. in the
Guadalupe Room of the College Union,
according to Eric Wicklund, co-chairman of the Student Housing Board.
Three lawyers from the San Jose
law firm of Morgan, Beauzay and
Hammer will be available, along with
some Legal Aid Society representatives.

Will its
hi’ ti,.111(’ Santa Clara
University law students on hand.
The Student Housing Office has the
authorization, according to Wicklund,
to take apartment owners to small
claims courts to settle disputes.
Wicklund invites any studente interested or who is seeking further
information to attend. The meeting
will also plan what the best time would
be for farther counseling session.

There.

Local Sellers Are Students

Marijuana Prices Fluctuate, But Dealers Make Big Money
EDITOR’S NOTE: ThIs is the second in a
four part series dealing with marijuana
traffic on the SJS campus.
By BOB BR.WKETT
Daily Ilivestigative Writer
When a student wants to "score" a
lid, there’s only tine place he can go to a "dealer." IA "dealer" is a person
who sells marijuana, as distinguished
from a "pusher" who sells "harder"
drugs.)
Dealers usually sell irl 1it, cit ities ilf
one lid I approximately -mice) or

mole, and due to "the heat," are about
as easy to firsd as a snowball in July.
Mist I i it lealers are either students
ism, or rete once St talents at SJS.
They get 1 heir grass in San Francisco
,,r Berkeley. "Operation Intercept"
it originates
notwithstanding, most
in Mexico.
BUM YEAR?
It has not been arl exceptional year
for dealers in the marijuana black
market. WI iii’ the price of a lid has
rear-constant $10, the askremained

log price for a Mexican -grown kilo,
approximately 2.2 pounds, has risen
from $75 to as high as $150. Some of
the higher grade "weeds" are now
selling for as high as $350 per kilo.
There are three reasons for the price
hike:
11 An uncommonly dry period in
Northern Mexico’s growing area "It’s
between crops." said Joseph House,
who heads the State Narcotics Office
in San Diego,
2) Intensified !sinter surveillance
which has necessitated bringing in
smaller "shipments" by "safer" routes.
And 31 More people are "turning
on!" Demand is simply exceeding
supply.
As good grass "became scarce" last
spring, numerous rumors, many of
which originated with the underground
press, made the rounds.
RUMORS CIRCULATE

KILOThe kilo represents enough "pot" to keep one person "stoned"
every day for more than a year. This is the form in which marijuana
is shippedtightly compressed and wrapped in plastic. Dealers buy several
kilos at a time for about ;100 each and divide them up into one ounce
"lids" for sale

’The Mexican Army was burning the
fields." "The Mafia wits buying up all
the Mexican crop and hiding it in
warehouses, hoping either to raise the
price or to create a new market fir
’speed’ and heroin." ’The U.S. Army
has developed a poison spray that left
no trace on the plants but caused
’users’ to vomit uncontrollably after
just a few hits."
Like most rumors, these three died
from re -telling once dealers began selling again this fall.
F.ven after three weeks of "Operation Intercept," Santa Clara County
and SJS prices have remained fairly
stable. The San Jose Red Eye’s "Dope

col
the hip generation’s answer
to tile D,,ss. Jones Averages, quotes
kilos as selling from $130, with lids
steadying at $10. I Nih is, however, are
reportedly "selling sisal." Dealers
maintain they are lucky if they get
one that weighs kV() pininds.)
’BEATS WORKING’
A lot of money, however, cm still he
made dealing marijuana. A dealer can
pick up a kilo lb( good grass for $130
or less. Breaking it up, he gets anywhere from 25 to 33 one-ounce lids
unless he’s unfortunate enough to get
burned. iS,trne "livise" bricks produce
as few as 18 lids.)
At $10 per lid, that’s 100 per cent
profit and all the dope he can smoke.
"It beats working," said one senior
music maj,tr who says he ’tic CS’ alstut
line kilo per month, "just to keep me

IP /Vi I liglire as long as I’m taking
the risk, I might as well make some
bread."
Although he didn’t mention how
much "bread" he makes, he talked
about buying in quantity fir a better
price. (Prices for kilos go ifi,W11 aCCOrditigly with the number bought.)
Asked the affect "Operation Intercept" had on his dealings, he said,
"None. Smugglers were sailing it in
under the Golden Gate Bridge and
thumbing their noses at Alcatraz oil the
way by."

His statement is cortstborated in
part by an account in the Oct. 9 Red
Eye that said "31j: tons of marijuana
came in by boat for national distribution.")
Despite the obvious hazards of his
"occupation," this dealer and his
friends aren’t "paranoid" alstut the
risks involved. "We don’t take many
precautions while we’re dealing, because it doesn’t do any good. If we’re
gi emir get busted, we’re g,,nna get
busted."
Anyone looking fin’ I dirt -time job"

Finding a dealer willing to discuss his
"occupation" is not an easy chore. His
position as the supplier of an illegal
"narcotic" 1st:M.001v makes him the
primary target of law enforcement
officials and the judiciary. Since narcotics agents usually depend on infiamers :Intl infiltration to bust the
supply line, dealers are extremely
cautious.
PERSONAL ACCOUNT
One "occasional dealer" who was
willing to comment gave this aeeotmt
of his activities:
"I’ve been &riling off and on for
more than tssi, years. At first I trade
just enough to pay for my own

FAMILIARTo the consternation of parents and law enforcement officials
labels are unnecessary for students to recognize the various forms of marijuana. The joint. has replaced the cocktail glass at an increasing number
of student gatherings over the past few years.
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Editorial

Mormon Change?
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Thrust and Parry

Marijuana: Distinguished Businessman
’On Top of Things’
Editor:
Congratulations on your timely article on
the campus drug sub-culture. It must rank
with Life magazine’s article on the "new"
rock music
three years after the fact.
On May 17. 1967, the UCLA Daily Bruin devoted an enlite issue to "Marijuana and
Drugs." In an unsigned editorial representing
the majority opinion of the editorial board the
final paragraph read:
"If the only thing stopping you from smokif you
ing marijuana is fear of legal reprisal
feel as we do that neither your health nor
your morals will be endangered by smoking
then don’t hesitate - try it!"
marijuana
And so once again the Spartan Daily shows
itself to be on top of things. Possibly it’s a reflection of our campus as a whole.
David L. Mayes

Suburbia in the Sierras
Editor:
Last week San Jose State once again saluted
the Distinguished Businessman of the year for
his successful exploits in the world of attache
cases and Dow-Jones. In doing so, SJS unfortunately contradicted its growing concern with
conservation of California’s rapidly-dwindling
natural resources.
While little fault may be found with the
choice of Mr. Bomberger as the SJS businessman of the year, the choice of his employer,
the Boise -Cascade Corporation, was unfortunate indeed. Judging by the position of Boise Cascade in the world of conservation, the selection of a B-C employee is akin to picking
a representative of Dracula Incorporated to
fireside over a fund-raising dinner for the local
blood hank.
Boise -Cascade, through a subsidiary real estate operation known as Boise-Cascade PropCities, sees fit not only to chop the guts out
of the remaining stands of timber in the West,
Ind also to subdivide what it can’t cut down.
Thitough a "buy before it’s built" sales promotion, 13-C Properties is able to hawk valuable parcels of mountain splendor to eager
customers at appealing prices. All the new
land-holder has to do is wait for B -C to finish chopping up the once -sylvan wilderness
before he nuwes into his "mountain hideaway"

iAt along with the rest of his neighbors from
flous California suburban blight areas.
Two new Boise -Cascade Properties developments come to mind: New Lake Don Pedro
and Pin’ Mountain Lake. Having lived most
of my life in close proximity to these new
developments, I take great personal umbrage
upon seeing what was once a pair of wild,
beautiful areas ’turned into "Suburbia in the
Sierras" beneath my very eyes. These two developments only WIWI. to illustrate the "to hell
with it- -sell it" attitude of Boise-Cascade. It
is made even more distasteful to see a representative of this newest octopus elevated to a
position of honor by a supposedly "enlightened
institution" such as San Jose State College.
Itellsoll
A 110686

’Free .4drertisements’
Editor:
I was very :2Iad Ii see that the Spartan
Daily didn’t devoti any real comments on
the never-ending "Good Guys" controversy. I
was gelling quite tired of hearing about the
escapades of Rob Kelley, Rob Foss and Jimmy
McMasiers. I didn’t exactly break down when
Mr. Ms-Masters announced the "end" of his
political aspirations; at least for this week.
His announcement terminated the hundreds
of dollars worth of free advertisements via
the Daily.
Another thing that certainly did no service
to this college was Mr. Kelley’s crying on the
Trustees’ shoulders. I wish that he would keep
his trap shut about our ills to the Trustees.
If he were really interested in curing SJS’
student government’s troubles, he would try
to really do something here on campus. Ronnie, Maxine, and the rich College Trustees
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial page offers students and faculty a chance to
express their views on campus, local, national or international issues. Space is allowed to encourage written
debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Parry mutt not exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 45 -space margins
and properly signed with the writer’s name and faculty
or ASB number. The Daily will not print letters which
are libelous, in poor taste or include a personal attack.
The editor reserves the right to edit or cut letters to
conform to space limitations and to cease publication
of letters dealing with subjects he believes have been
exhausted.

would be over -joyous to get their idaws in
the colleges’ student governments.
I would like to end this letter by urging
Juan Antu, who ran unsuccessfully last semester for A.S. president, to run again. He and
Jeff Potts, plus someone who would qualify
for treasurer, would head an excellent ticket.
I am sure that most of the college community
is tired of the pseudo-liberals, falling-apart conservatives, and heir - apparent. politicians
running for the Miner Machine chairs.
I also assute you that no ghost writers
composed this letter for me.
Arturo C. Carats:Oat
A17929

Forthwith is an open letter 111 Grail
Robertson. whose gronv little world star my 21
etl ern:Hiding like Iltimpty D
s before Jim McMasters delisered Ii is
"total non -candidacy" speech.
firmly: When you telephoned me and
0 -keel me to sisit you the day before 11c
Masters made his "( heckers" statement. I
accepted your invitation.
’without liftI sat in your living
ing an eyebrow I and politely listened as
you explained how "the fate of the Associated Students at SJS rested in your
hands.."
I could almost hear trumpets and bugles
heralding the seeeonel mining of Christ as
you outlined your "altruistic" little program.
"If 1 am forced to." you said. in Messiah like tones, "I will see to it that there is it
between Bill Langan and
run-off elect
%Masters, and I will help McMasters will
if need be.
"On the other hand." you said, "If (radicals) Tim Fitzgerald, Mike Rutz and
’Flash! Jim Walsh promise not to run
against the ticket of my creation, 1 will
(fingers snap I see to it there are new
elections!’"
Now, Grady. I ask you .. . is this the
reasoning of a man of honest dentocratie
principles? Or is it the greedy jibberish
of some kind of cartoon character, like a
Blue Meanie of sorts. who is preparing his
perennial and evangelical campaign to subject his strange kind of "love and politics"
upon the inhabitants of Pepperland?
So there you have it, Grady. McMasters
quit while you dreamed, your ultra-liberal
brethren has now disowned you, and you
spend your time making statements in the
Daily a bout Langan anti Mullins (the
"Dastardly Duo" I in an attempt to win
back the favor of the Miner-Aikman forces.
With sympathy,
Jeff Mullins

Staff Comment

Why Should Youths Vote?
By GORDON DANIRON
Every year, shortly before rice
the same old cry of hoss-ering the voting age
is heard by a few caring individuals. But
in the off years the ery is heard no more.
And why should it be?
V.
should an Milk -blew! who has to
fight in a war, pay taxes, ha’ ee
’ally
independent_ be tilde to marry. and other
"grown-up things" have floe sacred prisilege of voting?
:For instance. think of the audacity of a
military employ-re. y toting for lois employer.
government -loin,- an employee to
protect a policy decided by himself and
the older members. The employer decides
what. where. why mod how his employees
will win the lousiness elealings of his admin.
istrat. . V. Its should 1111. s tmttger workers
ble ahoui
representat
, just
because they own part of the business?
1)ecisions are decided by older, thus more
intelligent employees. ’floe younger ment
bens should take it in stride that they are

Th(.

represented by tyrants and begr
ble no
more.
Arg .... lents such as, "we are better educoded than the normal voter," "our generation is more mature than past generations,"
can lie easily defeated with intelligent
arguments. "You are tinder 21, thus you are
not as politically intelligent as I.; therefore,
you cannot vote."
So shut up, you radical youths. Politicbms have agreed that you can fight their
wars, but keep out of politics. Because if
you don’t -you may be out of a job.

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Marsha Green, Daily ASSOelate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in the
Daily Office, JC208. Final decisions on use of
guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on a 40-space line.

Guest Room

Convocation Set Precedent for Future Demands on College
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the second article of
a three-part series on the Oct. 15 Vietnam
Moratorium Convocation.
By RI )Hl- Ill’ F. S11T’S
ssoc. Professor of Political Science
Many
-1.1. ill the 011 13 exits Seance Nlialver convert’.
lull
1111
Mg the e.ssIltge atoll ils future. Tlie.v see it
ntither as a preceeleut for future demands
too
and respoonses by the college_ nor as
of the right of the eollege
affirmar
Ii. multptake partisan activits and political
sideseaf , On the
side art’ those who
condemn Ill’ eons itealitm only because they
I’
loom the "Nlorattoritom." They ieW
isti’rt’ls as a elisingemients
the ,-outs oral’
attempt by partisans soithin the college to
use it as a political toad :mil its student- as,
a political fun’-. On the other side are
those of expediency forced to keep the
campus tramped. Both %hews are partial
1iid both
views of %hat li.opiocoell Oct. I
itsgsf,sisti
(lei e le
%lies, ate Ali

of ulterlv Alaseicless behavior on the part
of Acting Pre-idesol Burns and Ilse Asiademic I 4)1115.11.
COI \CIL IA NOW
We Si1111111
1 belies,’ 111/11 1111. C111111.
1 .11111
President neither -as what !lies
mean nor tiotati what they say. For this
reason 1110111‘ sir
st reject iii,’ it’s %hide
says the Oct. 15 el/Mocation holds no significance for future college practice. Beet
there are other rei1.0011 as well. Surely. ihe
lllll wit woos candiel enough. Surely President Burns syho loos -ti often praised this
sondem body for its enlightened eharacter
would not lidless- it could be eleveised
into thinking that a rose
s
other
name is no longer a rose. Surels the man
%Ion finds justifieation ttt t past es Nit,
precedent for fuknows his present art
ture deeds. And certain it ja that hook the
I:council and the President Yvould be j ll i ll eel
by tver5111111. 1,1 1111 kIllOts 110.111 iii 111’111.1ili111ing [hal Iliev aeleil, neither fo
poetisato-

ship nor expeolioney. but from a conviction
float so hat they liii Is as for Ilie good of die.
college.
Presidetil 1111111, 111111-141Ver,
klIOWS
i1111111 -i1111. 10 act for the
I11.11
I of
the college. ludo
’s acts are in teccord
milli the true prinsiiplts of a free llll iyersilty. This It es bleed in both lii, deeds and
lei- %s ore’s. in all
’strator guided chiefly
by expediency does not rush to anger those
upon yollom the college olepenels for its
support: nor oboes he risk "leaving" his
job "fired yo i I 11 1,titliti-iasni.- President
Burns is 0 man %oho tries to resolve problems iii the light of his principles. Ile
recognizes that a good ad
strator must
kenos so hen Iii yield. when 10 refuse. and
le distinguish compr
",es that ad 1
sauce from oompromises that destroy the
integrity and purposes of the college.
:leads . It r 11 discernment is impossible
ysithoolo a -iire kiimileike. :is imich of the
due lot:m.4.k-- a- of the true eirctino-

stances of the college. Without such knowledge a man is blind, and ei
t tell the
f
the way down.
way
SIGNI FICANCE
thon, we must not be blind to the
significanee of the Oct. 15 convocation. It
sets a precedent for future dentands upon
the college. and affirms its right to acquiesce in any demand for "constructive" partisan activity or political education. Nt’ho
among us is so wonderfully innocent. SO
unmindful of the experience of colleges
loere in the sixties or in Germany in the
liventies. to think that the college has
iet nom soar
weathered thr s.lonn? The
will end, hut the storm has olds just
begun! The war’s end osill not bring
Heaven down to earth, nor forge reason’s
ploughshares from passion’s swords. And
what ark drones will rise from the sours
deep to stilly, Ile 1111.11. sit- 11:Ire 11111
Hill
is lieu, for example, strife loom of dashed

Against Corruption and the Students for a
dreams sl
lel gist. birth 10 the Professors
Pure Society, we may be certain they will
pursue their odor- ill ways set by their soul brothers dolory. though in a different cause.
And whoa will he the response of die
college? We knovv that both the President
and the Council acted in the light of what
they hold to be true principles. We can be
mire that they will act tomorrow as they
hove acted today. We may thus expect sim
ilar conned resolutions whenever "students
have evidenced their concern" by "construclise and :wielded. efforts" to further
their partisan cause, whatever il might be.
If the issue is pressing enough, we may
expect such students to be granted either
their "day of convent." or an "educational
convocation" to enlighten the rest of us.
That is to say we must expect this unless
sic are persuaded that our recent inventions tend to destroy the character and ins
legrity of a free uniiersity.

.

-

International Study
Interviews Tomorrow
Illicres’t.d

UI learialli;

aiont the California State
Ict..isitetnal Programs :ire invititcl to attend It discussion to, . v at 12:30 p.m. in Morris
Auditorium
Representatives of the statewide office of International Pro.
grants will be on campus tomorrow and Friday to interview students who want more detailed
lilt rmat ion in t he overseas study
program.
During the year 1970-71. 425
students from the 19 state colts will be studying abroad at
one of several universities in
lairope and the Far East.

SMOG FACTORY?A

San Jose factory is

adding pollutants to the air you breathe. A
group called the People’s Lobby has formed
to collect signatures on a petition that would
put two initiatives on the 1970 ballot. One

that would put the burden of eliminating pollution on those who are the sources and the other

that would impose stiff penalties on those who
don’t conform to the regulations.

Ti qualify for the program student must be of upper division or
graduate standing by Septem.
ber 1970, With a good academic
record.
While sonic. of the universities
require proficiency in the Ian-

’People’ in Pollution Struggle
By .11.V4 01:14.:NAN
Daily Political Writer
San JUSe %,.s ’Ale,’ the third
most polluted city in the nation
in terms of cancer producing airborn particles by the S. Health
Service in 1967,
’lei fighi II II, I a, ’I ollution
in (’iii! III,
.1,
The
People’, I.,:
he: formed
and will
In irkshopseminar ton’s)] row at 7:30 p.m.
in the Umunhum Room of the
College Union,
The People’’, Lobby is a nonprofit citizens group collecting
names tin II PlAitiarl 10 )lace two
initlatiNts on the 1970 statewide
general election ballot.
The first measure is a constitutional amendment placing the
burden of eliminating all kinds
of pollution on the sources of the
pollution rather drill Oh state
agencies or individuals.
The other seeks an amendment
to the state Health and Safety
Code. It requires public disclosure
of polluters as to what contaminants ale being put in the air. It
also carefully spells out anti-po

Pic tare
the world
through
the eyes of
Pat Sky.

lution standards. The amendment
also provides stiff civil and criminal penalties for all those who
fail to meet the requirements.
Included in the amendment are
requirements for effective smog
control devices on automobiles
and the elimination of lead from
gasoline, a leading contributor to
smog.
’The reason an amendment like
this is necessary is tNit anti -pol-

lution laws are so weak that companies would rather pay the fines
than Correct the problem.." explains Peter Jump, a member of
the Entomology Club which Is
sponsoring the People’s Lobby on
campus,
The kick-off drive for signatures on the two petitions was
Sept. 9, on the steps of the San
Francisco City Hall, The constitutional amendment needs 520, -

Tuesday October 28 PIO

Ombudsman Helps
Couple Get Refund

Mid*
gouge el the
not, and offer a short hash- lancourse.
guage
The program is designeil to
give the student a year of accredited work and, whenever pms.
sable, to meet th.. degree’ requirement’s of the
tudent’s home
campus.
Anyone interested in meeting
with a representative of the. International Programs office., is asked
to see :Mrs. Virginia Rodgers,
Office of Career Planning and
Placement. 122 S. Ninth Street,
second flii,,i

All is not lo-t in Its student landlord relations detiiirtment.
Ralph Poblano, SJS ombudsman, ielated that though landlords are still requiring first and
last months rent, key and cleaning deisisits and breakage fee
the human element has not Iwo.
forgot ten.
He explained that a coin a
came to him complaining that
landlord refused to return tii
$52 hull deposit on an zipartnic,
they had leased ptior to Iii’
marriage.
The couple decided not to
married and asked the land
for it return. He pointed out
terms of the lease which r,quired a 30 day notice am ii
other stipulations.
Poblano himself went to Ike
landlord and, after talking lc
him, dot landlmil returned thi

Author Talks
In Bookstore

’,MIMI’

A Isnc, trogic song of the
r ad’ -4th TURBULENT
WEEK!

Peter FONDA
STUDIO

MOONLIT(
III

010117 is

icon,, ’Is
Coil CO ill

ANCE
ORPIIAN EGG

TilliOCKMORTON
Jet Charter Flights

$135
NEW YORK
RTN. JAN. 3
LV.
ROUND TRIP

Accident Changes Life

DEC. 19
LV. DEC. 20

Charles Brown ’Entertains T roops
By BRUCE ItE11.1.1’
Dolly Featur, Editor
Having an tin!ia l uni e a ccident
change someone’s life for the
better is an idea that was worn
out by authors and movie makers
boft ire Jack Benny was out of
diapers.
No matter how corny such an
idea is, however, just such an incidant would have to play a prime
part in the biography of Charles
Brown, senior occupational therapy’ major from San Luis Obispo.
A motorcycle accident in 1964
’,’1
Brown
semi -handicapped.
’,lase of rehabilitation work
dune on him he became interested
in occupational therapy.
This intere st has brought
Brown to the point where he is
now working as recreation director with teen:niers suffering from
cerebral palsy, with mentally ill
adults and with mentally retarded youngsters.
His primary concern the day he
came up to the Spartan Daily
catacombs to see me. however,
was to line up talent to entertain
the cerebral palsy kids.
When he mentioned that his
major was oceupational therapy
the first question was for a d efiniti on of that field.
’Basieally. ottrupational then’.

apy is working with the disabled
and handicapped to bring them
back to the hest possible physical and mental health," explained
Brown.
Fri" there 1"’ weifi ccl c tell
how he became int, rosto I in occupational therapy.
Following the moliarycle accident Brown was confined to it
hospital for 23 months.
While rehabilitation work was
being done on him he became
interested in occupational therapy and decided to enter college
and major in the subject once he
was released.
Through the Veterans Administration Rehabilitation Program
Br ow n entered Fullerton JuniorCollege.
"I had attended eollette for a
year and a half before entering
the service hut I never majored
in a specific area," he cotnmented.
From Fullerton he came to SJS
because "it’s the only state college that has an occupational
therapy program."
Through one of his classes
dealing with recreation for the
handicapped Brown was required
to work in programs for the
handicapped outside of the college.
"I felt one of the programs,
the Tripp Teams, which work
with teenagers with cerebral

palsy, could be improved,"
tilained Brown, "so I took
civil service test in San Jose
became employed by the
recreation department."

ex the
and
city

Originally’ he worked with an.
other recreation leader at the
cone, . but she eventually quit,
leaVing Brown as recreation director for the program.
Quite logic:ally WWII’S main
task is to provide recreation for
the teenagers.
"They’re not confined to wheel
chairs so they enjoy the same
type of things that any other
teenager would." he said.
"We take them to the show,
have dances, and in 1968 we went
to Disneyland," he explained.
One of the events Brown organized last year was an enter.
taintnent night for the kids. Being an &IS student his main
SOUree of entertainers was fellow
students.
"Last year the program consisted mostly of folk groups and
while this was fine, this year we’d
like to have a little more variety,"
commented Brown.
Thus, he would like any SJS
students with any talent in such
((Weigh
students with ethnic
areas as rock bands, magic shows.
dance groups or even the old
standby folk singers, to contact
him at 292-6587 if they’d like

I

Zs
$
0

LONDON
LV. DEC. 19

RTN. JAN. 4
ROUND TRIP

RTN.

JAN. 4

$249

THESE FLIGHTS ARE OPEN TO STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF,
EMPLOYEES AND THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILY

, $
For Reservation Information Phone (415) 392-8513
MAIL TODAY FOR FREE FLIGHT INFORMATION
Ii, entertain for this program.
Of course, funds for paying the $
905 Market Si_ San Fralniseo 011113
fees of entertainers aren’t availk Please mail rime’ infornial
for flight
able.
As Brown put it, "It’s strictly
for charity and for the fun of Z.,
entertaining those less privi- $
leeeil."

Name
kddrem

are your
contact lenses
more work than
theyre worth?

PANCAKE
Spivey Style
Patrick

Sky

about the

sings

world he

sees. And with a poet’s
touch, he writes his
songs. They’re here in
Photographs,

a

sensi-

tive new album that
sheds light on Now.
You’ll understand.

111 Old Fashion
Buttermilk
Pancakes (3)

.55

Two Pancakes,
Two Strips Bacon,
One Egg Fried or
.85
Scrambled
Three Little Pigs
in a Blanket
Pig Sausage Rolled in
Buttermilk Pancakes
Two Pancakes,
Two Eggs
Fried or Scrambled

.95

4

.75
Serimil.i I lull of Palo tho - Charity Benefit
I Hi. (ill.
T.
. I

AWORECA8T)
0 Verve/Forecast Records
Is a division of
MetroGoldwyn-htayer Inn,

pally.

noted that the landlord
realized the problems facing stuanti Publano wished
today
dents
more landlords would be cognizant of these problems.
PObla110

Lou Cann n,
’THE YOUNG
btiok "Ronnie and .1.\
ANYONE
RUNAWAYS"
CAN PLAY’
litical Odyssey" will visit the
a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
The 36-year-old author will
tfleet with students, faculty and $’’’’’’’’WW’’’’’’’’W.....".""’""""""""..""""."’"
interested public in the books:. , .
on the seeond level of the nct: Z.,
College Union to discuss his book Z.
SPONSORED BY HILLEL FOUNDATION
and autograph copie s. a cetirdi nti $
to Harry Wineroth, booksi,,, o O
tnanager.
Cannon is presently state bureaU Chief for the San Jiise Mercury-News in Sacramento and
..inner of the 1968 Political Sri.0
owe Association Award,
8:30-12:30
NOV. 8
Is‘
He was granted hours of ex- Z.
SJS WOMEN’S GYM
$1. DONATION
elusive interview time with It,
ton and Unruh wh
\\",,rk og ....,,,,.,,,,,,,weetiv.,,,,,erv.".,teptptitAW",,
on the book.

D

276 sienatturs and the health
code amendment needs 325,178 to
get on the ballot.
TN. People’s Lobiiy welcomes
any group or individuals to their
meeting Wednesday night so that
they ran merge into one mass
organization to put a start to a
clean environment. Those who
can’t make it to the meeting can
still sign and pick up petitions
at the Entomology Club, S 239.

Vc It %11.1(S

2 PERFORMANCES ONLY
\
l’ I IN II

5:1O

..;.11ila Clara Si.

NIGHTLY AT 8:30

l 1)1 II 11111 I
Tickets
$4.50
$3.50
$2.50
San Jose Box Office 912 Town & Country Village
Phone 246-1160 Open Mon. -Fri. 10-5:30 Sat. 10-3

If you’re tired of using
two or more separate solutions to take care of
your contact lenses, we
have the solution. It’s
Lensine the all-purpose
lens solution for com
plete contact lens care
preparing, cleaning, and
soaking. Just a drop or
two of Lensine before you
insert your contacts coats
and lubricates the lens
surface making it smoother and non -irritating.
Cleaning your contacts
with Lensine retards the
buildup of foreign deposits on the lenses.
Lensine is sterile, selfsanitizing, and antiseptic making it ideal for
storage of your lenses
beblleen wearing periods.
And you get a removable
storage case on the bottom of every bottle, a

Lensine exclusive for Bacteria cannot grow in
proper lens hygiene. It Lensine.. Caring for conhas been demonstrated tact lenses can be as convenient as wearing them
with Lensine, from the
Murine Company. Inc.

that improper storage
between wearings may
result in the growth of
bacteria on the lenses.
This is a sure cause of eye
irritation and could seriously endanger vision.

Ier 11T V’sv

Tuesday netrther 2111 lOrin
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Jose Greco’s Dancing Feet
Perform for Capacity Crowd

PLAY REVIEW

SJS Satire Successful
Its %It hi It %NI, tl
it,

ss al
Dation,
Julius Caesar.

%rt..

tone has any doubts about
thr .a.iyt George iternald Shaw
mast have intended to portray
Julius Caesar. he ai adv.:N.1 to go
see San Jose State’s production
of "Caesar and Cleopatra" and
find out
Although the entire show is
well acted anal presenttst. without
a doubt the mt,st outstanding
feature cf the pi,shittion is A.

pc:la:mance

as

Cesar has f requent ly been
portrayed as a balding old f tl.
Shaw, however, has undertaken
to show the kind, benevolent and
fatherly aspect of the famous
Roman. Afi.: the tirt moment of
i
.rgets that
the play
,n i....wron and
he is wa,
instead ,
is Caesar as he
must ha i, q.v.:wed to ShaWi
Barron’s performance does not

,

I MI6 OPINING

Oh ei shadow that 01 Cherie Wein.
ert as Cleopatra. h,A,ever. Created as a petulant. spoiled and
yet childishly attractive queen,
Mts. Weinert gives an excellent
performance. She is a nice contrast to the "mature- appearance and demeanor of Caesar,
and seems to lighten the other.
wise somber cast of old Romans
and Egyptians.

The acting in the rest of the
play is generally good. The only
I Ijt Antment is that of Joseph
i inredly as Apolltxiorus. Instead
’’harming and gallant, as
I, true’ lines would have the
relieve, Rant-eddy
,:nes across as smirky
lontgomery. as
’
eeta as Cale.
L;oitai but some’ -alit portray the image of
1 lady." London Green
convincing, while
Proost is stately as Britannus.

The only real weakness "Caesar and Cleopatra" offers is the
plot. Filled with outbreaks of
and
Egyptians
war
between
Romans, Egyptians and Egyptians, and who knows what else.
it is difficult to follow. In fact,
the viewer tends to disregard the
political implications of the story.
and concentrate instead upon the
relationship between Caesar and
Cleopatra. It is difficult to determine whether the problem lies
with the cutting that was necessary or with Shaw’s original
script. At any rate, it doesn’t
detract noticeably from the production.
The performances for the play
will continue through Saturday
night. Tickets are available at
tbe Box Office at $1 for students
and $2 general admission. Curtain time is 8:15.

By MICHAEL CRONK
Daily Staff Writer
What I managed to see of Jose
Greco’s perfolmance in the Col -

lege Union Friday evening was
excellent.
Unfortunately. most of the time
all I eould see of him was from

ACOUSTICS

,1 rN.

at the new

liattioeneci
I! I!! lifN r,

The Orite,vs Trio
417 South First Phone:

295-9300

CLIP THIS COUPON

FREE

ONE

PIZZA

(SMALL)

Of your choice with the purchase of one large
pizza ot
regular price
LIMIT 1 SMALL PIZZA PER COUPON

Fill Our
Temporary
Employment Needs

ADDRESS

Secretaries
Stenographers
Typists
Accounting Clerks
Mach. Bkkprs.
Keypunch Oprs.

MASSEY

Offer expires Oct 31, 1969
./11,iji/8

’Cabaret’
To Appear
The

hit

Broadway

musical

"Cabaret" will stage one performance at the San Jose Civi.
Auditorium on Monday evening.

Experienced

High Hourly Rate
No Fee
No Contract

NAME

0

HELP

Temporary Service Inc.

III W. St. John, 298-5667

t.hoto by Preston Fox

November 3 at 8:30.
-Cabaret" was given the "Rest

JOSE GRECO .

his feet

Drama Critic’s Circle and received eight Tony Awards (Broadway’s Oscar).
Jay Fox, Woody Romoff, Franklin Kiser and Alexander Damien
head the cast that includes an
orchestra and a cabaret
bet’s and six prize-winning settings grace the full-scale national
production.

A Critical Review
Of Freimark Art Show
By BART JONES

Music
with
Muscle
from
Memphis!

The inaugural al t exhibit in the
SJS College Union presents 50
serigraphs by tart. instructor Robert Freimark of San Jose State.
The title designates a suite of 50
serigraphs representing each of
the United States. Displayed on
the third floor of the College
Union, the prints fit handsomely
into the spacious environment of
titre.hiewood and cement arehiteeThe first impression the show
made was a pleasant display of
hal mony bet WOCII the spacial
structin/ of the !minding and the
spacial eielavrn if the silk screen
prints. Whet her the images depicted the feeling of entwining
jungle plant lib. in Hawaii or the
eXpansive sprcatl of Wyoming,
the images all somehow come to
an abstraction of space.
I.VRIcAL VEILING
A scvcit color serigraph of Virginia swings free to express the
lyrical leading of soft open air.
’rhe int:we sweeps easi Ia from the
eleetri. vibrations rennna,cent of

the
BOOKER T. &THE M.G.’s
FUNKTION

GASOLINE
Regular (95 Octane)

27.9
30.9
Ethyl (100+

Why don’t you Funktion with Booker T and the M.G.’s? Also available
on Stereo 8 -Track Cartridges and Cassettes. Stax Records, A Division of

Along with the one level seating, the acoustics caused some
consternation fot the audience. It
was difficult to follow what
Greco was saying a good deal of
the time, thus causing me to miss
all the jokes that made the rows
closer to the stage roar.
Despite these "minor" problems
the overall presentation was excellent, and the famous Spanish
dancer and his accompanying performers were well received.
Complementing Gleco’s discussion of the three styles of Spanish
dancing was prima ballerina
Nana Lorca, whom Greco introduced as the greatest female
Spanish dancer in the world.
Wearing colorful costumes Miss
Lorca looked a bit incongruous
at times as she danced, because,
being unable to see her feet it
looked to most of the audience
like she was floating on thin air,
with her dress flowing about her.
RARE MOMENT

Fine Arts Editor’s Note: Mr.
Jones is a Graduate Art student at 5.15. He bas written
tirVerai crilWal magazine articles.

Paramount Pictures Corporation, A Gulf -I- Western Company.

a rare view of

Musical" award by The New York

Tickets are on sale at Wendell
Walk nit Box Office in Santa
Its- Book Mark in Fremont
Hub, anal Tresidder Ticket Office
at Stant’, d.

his knees up, and with Jose Cleo)
if you can’t see his feet you’re
missing a lot.
Sponsored by the College Union
Program Board, Greco and his
trotax piesented a discussion demonstration of Spanish dancing
in the College Union ballroom before a capacity crowd in which
numerous seats were vacant.
This phenomenon was accomplished by people who found
themselves in the same predicament as I, Being in no position
to fully view Senor Greco’s renowned flamenco footwork, they
left their seats to stand up along
the sides of the ballroom and in
the back. Some sat on the floor
in the main aisle,

Octane)

serve yourself and save
only at

Puritan Oil Co.
&
Keyes

&

the oscilloscope line. In fact, it.
seems the most relaxed and confident of the 50 pieces.
Juxtaposing the Virginia serigraph is the Illinois. It contrasts
the neighboring image in every
way, showing the difference between the merit of the finished
work anal the rough, unfinished
product. A diagonal yellow corn
stalk may well speak the story of
spreading "corny" fields, but I
wonder if corn seems as awkward
in the fields of Illinois as Frei mark makes it appear in his silk
screen image.
CRITICAL EXAMINATION
After the general go act feeling
the display makes, the viewer
may wish to examine each image
more critically to see whether he
would like to lice with the image
by purchasing one of the prints
which are available in suites of
60 or more, I found that some
technical crudities spoil what I
would otherwise linger longer to
enjoy.
A further critical reflection on
the exhibit of 50 states calls into
question the attempt of an artist
to capture the significant aspect
or character of 50 different states
so far flung in geographical location. A person may well wonder
if the artist, doing his abstract
prints, . tight have stayed home
in California and imagined it all
just a well. Even the short vigrun te descriptions of each state
iniL:ht have been but carefree
adaptations of a text of a geography book of the United States,

But, in those rare moments
when I managed to lean ovenfrom my aisle seat and view her
feet I was able to appreciate the
skill and training she was displaying.
The dance numbers were accompanied by pianist Roger Marehado, and flamenco guitarist
Gino Dauri, both regular musicians in Greco’s musical troupe.
The most responsive applause
of the evening was given to
Dauri, for his stirring guitar solo,
which to me was the most singularly enjoyable part of the entire
performance.
After the performance the audience had the opportunity to
reception in the
meet Greco at
art gallery of the College Union,

a

Cherie Curry
Plays Tonight
A special piano recital will be
presented

night

at

by

Cherie Curry

to-

8:15 p.m. in Concert

Hall,
Miss Curry,

an instructor of

music at SJS, will play several
selections

including Toccata

in

D major by Bach, La Catheclrale
Engloutie by Debussy, Passacaglia

by Copland

and Etudes

symphoniques, Op. 13 by Schumann.
Tonight’s program is part of
the series of cultural events presented through the Associated
Student Body and is open to the
public free of charge. Parking is
permitted in the college lots neter
the music building.
After receiving her bachelor’s
degree in fine arts at the University of Omaha in 1960, Miss Curry
did her graduate work at the University of Colorado and is currently a student of Aiko Onishi,
pianist in lire SJS music department.
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There’s Always Room
For One More
1:// park

it /or

11,11’

In

MARI

COMPLETE MOTOR SERVICE
SER
:E SMOG DEVICE
TI ’NE-UP
BRAKE
1.1 131’

SILVA TEXACO
78 SO. 4th, SAN JOSE
295-8968
(next to closed Shell)
Serving State Students for IS yrs
Till11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111J

iat the cidelitte41 Massengale Busy
By KEVIN DOYLE
Daily Sports Editor
It’s a g.)))) thing for SJS head basketball coach paii Cline
that Joe McNIullen’s football team practices at the same time
three miles apart.
The eager, has e been preparing for their opener Dee. 3 at
Stanford since the first week of school and today marks the 12th
day of practice on the court.
IkleMullen’s offensive line doesn’t have the speed or size that
Glines gigantic crew possesses. Forward Cob y Dietrick stands
6-10 and has bulked up to 228: center Bernie Veasey stands 6-7
and tilts the scales at 227: junior Pat Hamm stands 6-7 and is
the. lightest front litter at 215 while sophomore Al Graves. a red.
shirt last season, is the heaviest at 235.
Glines and assistant Stan Morrison are currently working on
getting the team into top-notch shape and to find the best
binations so they can tackle one of the toughest schedules in the
school’s history.
There are 18 men vying for the 14 or 15 spots open on the
varsity team. Glines will cut two or three players depending on
their performance in workouts the remainder of this week.
Clines is very pleased with the early performance turned
in by .easey. Veasey has the unlucky job of filling in for Darnell Hillman. who will he in the Army for the next two seasons.
Although Hillman was the top rebounder last season and the
valuable player as a sophomore-his absence will not be
missed as Hindi as most think.
I to play
With the we ght that Dietrick has gained, he is b
a more physic: 1 game than in the past and Hamm, junior Buzz
Nyquist and sophomore Dave Dockery give the Spartans their
best depth in some time.
Another attribute with Veasey in the starting lineup will be
Iris ability to bring a good opposing center outside with his
threat of bitting the long juniper.
-If we had to start the season today, Hamm, Dietrick and
eilSPy would start in the front court with junior Chris Guenther and veteran Steve McKean at the guards,- said Glines.
The strongest point of the team could be the depth in the
backcourt despite the graduation of last year’s captain, Tint
Holman.
Joining Guenther and McKean are junior Steve Mortara,
junior C. J. Howard and sophomore Mike Webb.
Each one of the guards has a unique talent that combines for
their strength.
"NIcKean is the leader and the best shot; Guenther is the
driver and plays tenacious defense: Howard is a very excellent
passer and Mortara is strong, fast and a great passer," continued
Glines.
Glines also had favorable word* for Webb:
"He’s looking good. He is physical enough (6-5) but lacks
experience, which is holding him back right now."
When Webb does get into the game, the coaches will use his
size tel pick on the opposition. Glines said they will post Webb
under the basket in situation and doesn’t think the opposition
will stop him.
The Spartans will have a Rocky Mountain road trip that
most colleges wouldn’t dare schedule. SJS will play Brigham
Young, Denver, Wyoming, Colorado State, Utah and then participate in the lobo Invitational with Creighton, New Mexico
State and Idaho at Las Cruces, New Mexico.
If you’ve ever read about any good team winning consistently
in those towns-I would like to know about-because they are
known as the "land of the homers."
*
*
*
Looking at the 1969-70 basketball schedule, several people
have remarked that there is one team that shouldn’t be there
and another that should.
Santa Clara, WCAC champion, could not find space for the
Spartans this season and according to Glines it could be a few
years before SCU athletic director Pat Malley has an open date.
Sounds like the Brones are afraid of something.
The other questionable team is Brigham Young. Although it
appears that the Cougars were scheduled after the racial problems last year, they weren’t. Although the schedule was released
only a year in advance, the Spartans scheduled the Mormon
se! I three tars ago.
This will probably be the last. athletic meeting between the
two schools until the problem is cured.

REVOLUTION
... is a term commonly talked
about today, yet the concept of
the "HOW" is not, thanks to the
silence of capitalist media.

Leather Lugger

Glenn Massengale has been the
busiest Spartan ball packer, according to the six-game foot ball
statistics released today.
Massengale has carried the ball
76 times on rushing. receiving,
punt and kickoff returns as the
most versatile Spartan uffensise
producer.
The 5-7, 155-pound tailback is
tied with Butch Ellis for the team
lead in receptions, 25; second in
rushing with 146 yards in 35
carries for a 4.2 average; tops in
punt returns with 10 for 51 yards;
and second in kickoff returns
with six for 131 yards.
Ellis’ 25 grabs have netted 397

yards t.ompared to

Mdssengale’s
339. Ellis also ’awes the Spartans
in scoring with 20 points.
Larry Nlerlini. with 208 net
yards in 51 cracks for a 4.1 average, is the best Spartan rusher
while quarterback Ivan LINA has
completed 60 passes in 172 attempts for 812 yards and a .350
percentage.
Frank Slaton leads the team
with 15 kickoff returns for 392
yards

while

Jim

Vernes

cr ItT V

4.

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT

LAST

SUNDAY THRU THUrSinY 10 I-11 P.M.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 10 M. 1.2 MINOT

has

punted 55 times for 1,949 yards
and a 35.4 average. Vernes booted
the ball 17 times against Wyoming.

Spartan Grid Stats
RUSHING
TV NYG A%g.
4.1
208
51erlhil
31
146
4.2
51assengale
33
Slaton
140
2.4
38
2.0
. 14
28
Powers
4.0
Weirath
4
16
Serivner
4
6
1.3
-8 -8.0
1
-10 -10.0
Brown
1
. 14
-87 -6.2
Casey
Totals . .
230
228
1.0
PASSING
PA PC HI i’d’s. Pet.
.331)
LINA
172 60 12 812
39 13
2 114
.333
Caney
Slat on
I
1
0
12 1.000
7
.500
2
1
I
Venies
Total 214 73 13 943
.332

Intramurals
If basketball is

osii* spirt, dim

is the last day to got
your name to intramural direct’.;
tomorrow

Dan Unruh

for

three-man

(Hunch) basketball competition
which starts Monday, Nov. 3.
Hunch participants, and ever -

else, will have an opportunity
to practice when the Men’s Gym

one

opens

tonight

from 6:30 to 9

p.m. Badminton will also be available during those hours, Monday
through Thursday.
The Fraternity football championship is on the line this afternoon when Theta Chi, 5-1 collides
with Alpha Tau Omega, 6-0.
Regardless of the outcome of
the ATO vs. TC game, both
squads will enter the first round
of the All-College championship
beginning Thursday. The winner
will meet the loser of yesterday’s
Me & Them vs. Sunshine Boys
"A" league contest while the
"A" league winner faces the fraternity loser. Both games start
at 3:45 p.m.

DECEIVING
No. Yds.
g.
23 397 13.9
Ellis
Nlassengale
23 339 13.5
MA
7
71
W01/41.4
61
11.1
SPrpa
4
33
S.’:
Slatoti
3
19
6.3
17
5.7
3
Powers
3
8
2.7
.
73 943 12.6
Totals
SCORING
TD
l’AT TI’
20
Ellis
3
1
154
3
0
Lippi
IS
0
9
Barnes
2
14
Slaton
1
2
0
12
Massengale
12
0
thisno
0
6
6
Hughes
1
Includes two field goals.
PUNTING
NO. VHS. AVG.
%ernes
55 1949 35 1

CHRISTMAS
JET CHARTERS
For students, faculty, staff,
employees and their
immediate families
NO MEMBERSHIP FEE

11

EUROPE $249
Oakland London
Round Trip
Ly. Dec. 19 - Ret. Jan. 3

NEW YORK $139
Oakland New York
Round Trip

7.:,..r..1 rr

That’s ow exclusive double-deck hamburger with
two pure beef patties, on a 3-piece bun, with cheese,
crisp lettuce, pickle, and our own special sauce.
N’s a meal in itself - and it’s delicious!

Lv. Dec. 19 - Ref. Jan. 3
NOW BOOKING!

SUMMER CHARTERS

$179 to $299
Where it’s fun to cat

Many departure dates. Phone or
write for schedules, applications,
details.

11ED inali

Contact Prof. David Mage at
(408) 293-1033 or
T-M TRAVEL AGENCY
60 N. FIRST ST., S.J., CA. 95113

-__Cctinie Claire
keiicturatti
em West San Carlos St., San Jose

Pleasant Dining
breakfast ... lunch ... dinner
7 a.m. to 10 p.m. (Mon.-Sat.)

For it fails to arouse fear
among workers as the mythologies
proffered do. It’s the concept

Our 21inin1 Speciukiei

John Reed quoted Lenin as
calling the only contribution

Char-Broiled New York tileal.

to socialist thought since
Marx." Read about it in this
se+ of booklets by its contributor,
Danial De Leon:
THE BURNING QUESTION OF
TRADE UNIONISM
THE SOCIALIST RECONSTRUCTION
OF SOCIETY
AS TO POLITICS
SEND 954 AND THIS AD TO:
NEW YORK LABOR NEWS
116 NASSAU ST.,
BROOKLYN, N.Y., 11201

CEIMEM1111,
Hi We’re New

Char-Broiled Top Sirloin Steak

FREE

Pan Broiled Loin Halibut Steak with Chef Sauce

BIG VARNEY

With th purchase of one BIG BARNEY et iha regular price of 490.
LIMIT I BIG BARNEY PER COUPON. One coupon per family at
one time. Clip and present to RED BARN at 250 E. Santa Clara St.

Grilled Ham Steak with Glazed Pineapple. Ring

NAME
ADDRESS

10% Met/1111i.

OFFER EXPIRES OCT. 29, 1969

To San Jose State College students. faeult)
members. and their guests

Nctle-4;l:+its

California Fowl Sorrice
.,..,.,

.

wzgozvwFotwaigittvat,:;

.

(Bring your student identification card)
Free Parking in the Sainte Claire garage

T1 TLY-i

emamo.mmo-aminammdmilmr

()1

1/ 11 III N 1 /

N F.R

IT II!! (///." (1)1 r/IN

110.411PARTAN DAM!
Tuemla) t ktriber 28 1,1(So
- - -

Foundation
Gives SJS
Math Grant
A Nat:oriel S.grai.v ,
is
lion grant totaling $145
been awarded to the SJS Coll,
Foundation, according to 1.i.
Levin, exevutise associate (lir"tor.
The grant is fur support of an
"As:W.4911w Year Institute in
Mathematics for Secondary
School Teachers." It will be under the direction of Dr. Max Kramer, professor of mathematics
and ta1Ucat ion, in the Depart men t
of Mathematics, and will terminate on July 31. 1971.
Expenditures for the giant include moo. than 596.0ori for
pends for regular and inter I. participant suirport
An additional $4(4,imo was id lotted for staff. secretaries
’II.,
admimst rat oa.
in
period will

Spartaguide
TOM Y
SJS Vow* Repubncarts, 8 p.m..
to meet in the Almaden Room A
of the College Union. Guest
:, :kr., will be Harold Stephenusnlier of the Republican
. i’ornmittee. He will speak
Republicanism.’ All students
we lcutne.
partan Shields, 7:30 p.m., in
i’ irica Room B, of College Union, A discussion of the progress
of fall rush is scheduled. All invited.
DAP Pledge Class Sneak Committee, 4:30-5 p.m., to meet in
Library. All students invited.
All Women’s Council, 3:30 p.m.,
n, meet in Costanozin Room A of
.n. All erred% invited.
TONIolifit
Progressis r Aaiun A merkfan
pin to ifleet in
l’
(Ualit
C.eviatirsin PArrim A. A discussion
.ale creation of an
.te ;
.\ ;lean ethnic studies
in scheduled. All IstL1.
K, 5:30 it.M. to meet in

Steiner Moderates
Socialism Seminar
Its 11.5Xt-i: 1 1St III 1:11,--.1
.
.1
will still live. If yo’i
behind :I.,. ears hiss’,
! S. is the 1. i
die.
Herber: iner.
I;
St ill
eialivii.

i

I
So,

list

tarn. Socialfor
:

Wet.k

ist Lanoi
mayor of San F’r .
ail!’ I iii
ator, and ipaei ii I f
lead the study Priarain in Gustov
Brings book "Crises in
flistory’."
Steiner also hit t.odueell art ivies
for discussion in "Capital and Labor" and in the "Ve,kly
official organ of the Socialist Labor Party sinve 1891.
Tomorrow’s meeting will feature a diseussion of the French
Revolution and will ineorpot ate
further readings from Bling’s
texfk.
Steiner’s class is one of an
"educative" nature. fie believes,
’To understand I!:. ....sent you
must learn the ; ’
’ lo Pre alder st
diet the future
stand the preseto -1,.
ly expressed. "You ;I;
with Marx, hut if
self a Marxist you should know
what he thinks."
"In this country we have the
right to express our eonecpts."

Points out Steiner. "We hope for
the complete overthrow of capitalism, and we believe it can Ii,’
accomplished thiough the bailie
Isix."
Steiner, who tstints to the protesting public as an indication it
public awareness of capitalisti
I ppression, denounces both SDS
and foreign countries claiming to
be socialists. Ile feels the "SDS
is giving them In excuse for reaetionist li,pslation." To the
countries that claim socialism today, Steiner asserts, "Marxian
Socialism has never existed anywhere."
Capitalism may be comparable
to a snake, but socialism also has
its similarities, he said. Steiner
noted that many persons react
to the term communism with
fear. The same type of fear has
been generated about snakes -- a
fear of the unknown because of a
lark of understanding.

Science Lecture
Prof. Lloyd N. Ferguson, visiting; lecturer from California State
College at Los Angeles, will
speak on "Bin-molecular Studies
on Sense of Taste" in S142,
Thursday, Nov. 6, at 1:30 p.m.
His lecture is open to the public, and is being sponsored by the
division of Chemical Education
of the American Chemical Soeiety.

lOYER
20 ’2,00
it,ES’’

286-0930

SIO

330 S. 10th
A R’ -1S

SAN JOSE
MAil

WE RENT TELEVISION

/fiction releadon

to

New Survey
Course Slated

ncsKczekDr

’174
F+

STEREO GEAR Brand new. Will sell
ro
1
over.eas. Save 50%
Ca7 374.1074.
ZENITH CONSOLE STEREO. Enclosed
et. $75/best offer,
SKIS: Women*s Head std., Cabco bind,Henke buckle boots - size 71/2.8,
I r ’ties. Excellent condition. Call 287’, ’2 after 6 p.m.
RECORD SALE! I have connections with
it wholesaler and can supply all the cur.
rent L.P. records At a 40,’
discount.
All $5.00 L.P.’s sell for C3.00 even.
56.00 L.P.’s for $3.60, etc. All sales are
on a special order basis. Place your
order bv Wed. pickuo on Fri. of the
orne week. Hours are 3-5 M -F. Come
and place an order or call in. 387.
(as K.,- - Rm. 1021, Waffle Towers.

3o XEROX COPIES - NO MINIMUM
Satisfaction guaranteed - FREE Collating - 7 colors PLUS
legal and 3 hole punch paper at no extra cost. 100%, Rag
bond for thesis at Ii per sheet extra.
also
ERROR FREE TYPING SERVICE on our new IBM MT/ST typewriter for all your typing needs - thesis, term papers, resumes.

GNOMON COPY SERVICE
484 E. San Carlos (between 10th & I I th Sts.)
San Jose - 287-7550

AM LOOKING it,, a 2 bedrocm apt.
& e female roomy. Any Black sister with
same interests, call Ann 297.4487,
FEMALES: Large room to share in large
comfortable house. Two blocks from
campus. $45/mo. Phone 293.8105 after 5.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
3 bedroom house. 1/2 block from campus. Phone: 287-4961.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: Upper
to ’hare 2 bdrm. 4.plex. $55/mo.
No hassle apt. Call 378-8305.
GIRLS: 1 bdrm. Modern furn. apt. 1/2
block from SJSC, built-in kitchen. $120
455 S. 10th, St. 292-1327,
FOR TWO MALES: Quiet, Comfortable
Room in private home with kitchen
privileges. 146 S. 14th St. 286.3025.
NEED PEOPLE to fill large house-2
kitchen, 2 bath, OWN ROOM, 101 S.
12th
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 2
bedroom apt. $77/mo. Furnished, clean.
452 S. 4th St. #4. 298.7179 Dave.
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES. Neat, furnished apt. on N. 4th. Non-smokers only.
$45/mo. Call 286.4674,
FEMALE ROOMMATE to share apt. at
575 S. 15th #2. $50/mo. Quiet. non
smoker preferred. Call Sandy 297-4434.
THREE BEDROOM HOME
Lovely older home, completely furn.
within walking distance from campus.
Available Nov. 20. $210/mo. 1st & last
was. deposit required. FACULTY OR
STAFF ONLY. Call Mn. Roz 2443650,

SETS FOR LIFE
From the swinging set collection in
our delicious world of jewelry.
Clockwise from 9 o’clock:
14;.
$3’.1.
$250.
$700.
1,42’,.
CONVENIENT TERMS

GRANAT BROS
JEWELERS SINCE 1901

STEVENS CRF F K PLA7A
SIOVenS Creek Slid at Winchester Blvd Santa Clara (On the Emporium MoN)

/0

EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Accurate, Fast
Can Edit, 5 miles from campus. Mrs.
Aslanian - 298-4104.
AUTO INSURANCE es low as $86 per
year for married, good students. Also,
excellent savings for single men over 21.
Call George Campbell 244-9600,
RESEARCH? Let COMPSTAD analyse
your data. Complete data processing
and statistical services. P.O. Boo 1781
La Jolla, Calif. 459.3831,
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
Master - Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
THE THREE OF US. Grad Students doing
professional Carp. 8, Painting at less
than professional prices, experienced.
Call 779-2636, Greg.
CHILD CARE - My Home Mon. -Fri,
Near College. Call 294-5681.
PHOTOGRAPHY - small custom lab
can do just about anything you need in
the way of fine quality photographic
work. Special prices for club fundraising project-, Write INFINITY
PHOTO, Box 9038 c r call Jim 257-1466
or Ralph 247.0755 evenings.
EXPERT TYPING SERVICE E. San Jose,
258.4336 1493 Bahama Way,
TRANSPORTATION 191

JET CHARTERS to Europe & New York
from $139 round trip. No fee, Confect
Prof. David Maga at 293-1033.
WANTED: CAR POOL. Monterey Poo.
;nsula to San Jose State. Monday.
Wednesday, Friday. Call 375.9312.
PERSONALS
STARTING NOV. 19: Need ride to and
from Valley Fair, 5-10. Will help with
FAITH 15 BELIEVING that God will do gas. Call 287-5105.
1, what he says he will do. Call GOING TO LOS ANGELES this week.
, 3333, and hear what God says he end Cr soon? I need a ride. Call Dave
at 948 6381 rr 294.6414 Frt, 2081.
do,
JAH: Let’s worl, together. Give me your
Y
I need it. KJW.
HATHA YOGA & MEDITATION. Tues,
eve. t.30-9,30. 79 Hawthorne
Way, 5.J, 286.5487, Sri A. Alexandrou.
SERVICES 181
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Feet, Ae
curate. Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter, Phone
244-6581.
RENT A TV OR STEREO: Free service.
No contract. Free delivery in SJ. Call
Esch&s. 251-2591

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office - J206
MON.-WED.-FRI.
11-1 - 1:30-3:30
TUES.-THURS.
10-12 - 2:30-3:30
Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.
O Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

I!?7-6"1
NEW BUCKLE SKI BOOTS.
1/6 r
P. ,ss Bed, Girl’s Clothing.
0 I HAPPEN To ENJOY f5A5KE1’FALL---WHAT’5 THAT W’r
S. mattress. Going to
TO 20 WITH MY GRAPING SY’l-EN)7"
1 ei. VI 287.0561.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
CLASSIFIED RATES
-4(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)
Mln MUM
iliree lines I One day Two days Three days Four days Five days
One day
--1.71-0- 2.50
3 lines
2.25
LSO
2.00
3.002.90
2.75
4 linu
2.502.00
3.50
3.40
3.25
5 lines
2.50- 3.004.00
3.90
3.75
3.506- lines
3.00Add this
Print Name
For
Days
amount Rif
.50
each addiAddress
.50
’50
Enclosed Is $
’50
30
tional line
.
City
Phone
CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
0 Pommels (7)
0 Help Wanted (4)
0 Announcements (1)
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
0 Services (11)
ti(ve3) (2)
0 Housing (5)
0 Transportation (9)
Please allow 2 days after placing tor ad to appear.
For Sal.
0 Lost and Found (6)
-J

FOR

Open till 30p m Monday, Thursday and Friday

forma it Berkele),. lie also conducts a weekly radio program,
"Soviet Press and Periodicals,"
which is aired re.er KPFA-FM.
Hunuinities 2A, the third uf
four-semester sequence in the
Humanities Program, is organized this year on a topical basis.
The topic this week is the Russian ryk kit ion

Spartan Daily Classifieds

--

Until 9:00 P.M.

(ketcts BOOK

Calaveras Room A. All former College Union Plans Ga. a &rice
high school key clubbets and to be discussed. All students weljunior college Circle K’s are cotne
Conservation Forum, 1:30 p.m.,
urged to attend.
Babel Club, 12:30 p.m., to meet 516-1. General meeting. All stuat table outside of cafeteria. Im- dents invited. Also a booth on
portant discussion on the cele- Seventh Street is set up for those
bration of Balla’ v’llah’s birthday. interested in information on conserva t ii in,
All students welcome.
Tau Deltas Phi, 7:30 p.m.
meet in Guadalupe Room.
male students with G.P.A. it .
are invited.
Spanish Club, 3:30 p.m., Co
stereo
I, & s
olor
rowan Room. College Ur.;
Guest speaker will be Prof. Jii.
eliery
immediate Dv
T. Schneider, San Mateo Coll,
staff member. He will speak un
"Exchange Programs for Teachers and Students relating
Latin America."
1850 W. San Carlos
292-3457
Sierra Club, rostanoan P..,
at 7:30 p.m. All students an in
sited.
AIESCEC. 7 p.m., in Almaden
Room .of College Union. General
meeting, aLso committee sign-ups.
All students in engineering field
welcome.
College Badminton Tournament, :
7 p.m.. in the Women’s Gym. All
students are eligible to registir’
and play. This is held in conjunction with Co-Ro.r. Regielratien
HELP WAN’EO ’41
ANNOUNCEMENTS ill
,
will he held until 745 p.m.
MALE-FEMALE,
$3 per hour plus bonus
morrow.
NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB needs she
d licensed pilots. Four aircraft, servicing customers in established terriTHURSDAY
tory.
At
least
15
hrs. to spare. Requireen.bersh.o fee & monthly dues.
ments: neat appearance and car, Call for
11111..1 Foundation. Jrsvisli S:
2 .r 248 8484.
appointment.
264-0699. The Fuller Brush
dents Organization. 8 p.m.
TC.L,A & MEDITATION. Tues. & Thurs. Company,
70 Hawthorne Way, S.J.
meet In Costanorin Room. (it
NEED MONEY $ - Newspaper sam, Sri A. Alexandrou.
program full time, part time, steady
EXPAND YOUR AWARENESS Come to ple
work. 4 good men wanted immediately.
Lc-IENTOLOGY Tues. Age
18 to 29. $2 per hr. guaranteed
plus bonus. No exp. needed. Earn while
you learn. Transportation fm. Call toPARKING SPACE iL 25/mo. 611 So. day. Mr. Looney 292-6811,
Now Fresh young talent for exposure,
of SOUTHERN singers,
DANCE
dancers, musicians. New Night
31 ( H $11oween) 9:00-12:00 Club. "Show Case East" 3469 McKee
75c Donation.
Rd.
Call
258-7521.
inA St tidy sat Mitill1,110
HASHER for College Boarding House
austly will be on the docket lot
AUTOMOTIVE In
292.7278.
the SJS Business School &trio:
GALS - - PARTTIMEIII Choice of
the semester break in 3;ton:to ’63 RENAULT: G.,,d Condition. Very morning,
afternoon or evenings, interest.
Clean. Only $335 or best offer. Call ing telephone work on new and renewal
for one unit of credit.
The class entitled "Studies in Fred 286.3566.
accounts. Salary + Bonuses. 298-4479.
- (964 VW like new. Bug.
Foreign I n d us t ry : Mainland TWO CARSFord
wagon. runs well, good CREDIT-SALES VERIFIER. Young man
$800. 1953
China," will be held front 9 a.m. rado & heater. $100. Phone 266-2694, to verify & close small monthly budget
accounts. Hours will be arranged to
to 12 noon daily, starting Janu- Bob Nansen.
your schedule. Full time possible!
ary 26 and concluding January ’68 HONDA SCRAMBLER - 301) miles fit
Salary. Bonuses, Expenses & Car Allow.
new
re4’
mode
trailer
8
1400. Horne
30.
292-9576.
550 Cali 286 3148.
There is a $19 fee for the
WANTED: Folk or Folk-Rock group or
course, numbered Business X133.2 MGB ’64. 40 000 mi. Wire wheels, new individual. Almaden Lounge, call 289.
man
need
$1200.
_c-clition
J
1544 or 269.1388 after 7 p.m.
in the college catalog. Upper diP,? 8900.
vision standing is the only prePART TIME work evenings & weekends.
$600.
sunroof,
VW,
with
’63 BLACK
TRIAD CORPORATION
requisite.
Andy, 259.3929 after 5:30 p.m.
1,
Appearance, Male/Female
Taught by Byron J. Norwood, ’64 VW. New tires, clutch, brakes, paint. 2. Neat
Must Have Car
professor of business, the aim of
. -, starter, seats & more! Must sell 3. No Experience Necessary
,II 21. Call 243-6585. Dave. No If you read well you can earn $50 tn
the course is to provide a desern
rnl, offer refused!
$200 per week dernonstrea,
live and interpretative survey of
placing the amazing FOTP(’‘.
the industrial complex of the Chi- ’HONDA 50, Good condition, depend- Ironic camera.
Apply in roe..
$60.00.
school.
for
i-scortation
,nese People’s Republic.
day, Tuesday. Wednesday or ihagoav
C
379-6986.
at
evenings
6:10 p.m. 1760 The A’n
In addition, Red China’s ad’62 SPRITE, very good body, engine,
Saite 140
ministrative structures, the con- trans, TWO TOPS, tonneau $550 or
flicting industrial administrative offer. Call 293-1634 after 6 p.m.
HOUSING (51
philosophies of Mao Tse-Tung ’59 VOLVO - New pa.nt & some parts.
and Liu Shao-chi will be studied. Nerrls valve job. $150 or best offer.
NOW RENTING: Hotel St. Claire. PerStudents wishing to pre-regis- 4 N. 10th #lt, Phone 286-2414.
manent occupancy $125 & up/mo. 542.50
ter for the course may do so in ’64 kAGB, overdrive, wire wheels, $750. & up/wk, All services available.
.57-8660, if no answer, try again.
ED419.
’63 OLDS - new tires, good condition, DORM CONTRACT Moulder Hall, Call
P’ -re 243.0337 eves. or 323.3818 esk for Mark.
MALE -ROOMMATE NEEDED: Share 1
65 YAMAHA 125cc iv/electric starter. bedroom ant. $60rmo. 460 S. 4th Apt.
,JSCCJ r,at - S,e 1.ke $200 266-5233. #11. Call John at 292.4059. between
& II cm. end 6 & 9 0.m.
A new concept in afternoon en- IAfter 4.0.0 n
--v mast sell
T -BIRD
tertainment will he introduced to
s, transmission
SJS this afternoon from 2 to 3
p.m. in the College Union Loma
Preita Room I Ballroom
FOR SALE (3)
Music will be presented by
"Fritz." The one-hour eotweri- FREE EAR PIERCING - FAST - PAINdance is the first of its kind in LESS with purchase of Gold Earrings.
-.
$7.501 Call for appointment. 297the Union.
St. Downtown,
Nancy Atkinson, student di- 6522. Evelyn’s, 40 S. 1st
Jackets, Combat
SURPLUS:
US.
rector of the College Union Pro- Boots. Bell BottomField
Pants. Pea Coats, Si
gram Board, which is sponsoring Camping Supplies. HIPPIE FASHIONS:
the free concert, said students Furs. Leather & Suede Jackets, Velvet
are welcome to "just stop in and Goodies. Jack & Pat’s 3rd Hand Store,
375 E. Hedding St. between 8th & 9th,
stay as long as they can."
Hours 11.6. Closed Mondays.

iusst life in the
RUMS:in
USSR.
Mandel is no stranger to SJS,
having taught an Experimental
College class on contemporary
Soviet Society. In addition, Mandel is the author of the book
"Russia Re-examined," and teaches extension classes on Soviet affairs for the UnivernitN. of Cali- -

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Open Tonight

C.,pen Nlqhts
Monday thru
Thursday
All Day Saturday
Lots of Fran Parking

Blithalel, noted author.ity and lecturer on the Soviet
Union. a ill lead an informal question and answer session today for
students and instructors of Humanities 2A classes in Morris
Dailey Auditorium from 11 a.m.
to 12:15 p.m. All members of the
SJS community are welcome.
The topic of the session is thei

Afternoon Dance

TEXT BOOKS
T

Mandel to Lead Informal Discussion on Russian Life

SALE

